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Abstract

The study of the variability of the solar corona and the monitoring of its traditional regions (Coronal
Holes, Quiet Sun and Active Regions) are of great importance in astrophysics as well as in view of the
Space Weather applications. The Atmospheric Imaging Assembly (AIA) of the Solar Dynamics
Observatory (SDO) provides high resolution images of the sun imaged at different wavelengths at a rate
of approximately one every 10 seconds, a great resource for solar monitoring . Today, the process of
identifying features and estimating their properties is applied manually in an iterative fashion to verify the
detection results.
We introduce a complete, automated image-processing pipeline, starting with raw data and ending with
quantitative data of high level feature parameters. We implement two multichannel unsupervised
algorithms that automatically segments EUV AIA solar images into Coronal Holes, Quiet Sun and Active

VI

Regions in near real time. We also develop a method of post processing to deal with fragments in a
segmented image by spatial validity based compact clustering.
The segmentation results are consistent with well-known algorithms and databases. The parameters
extracted from the segments like area closely follow the solar activity pattern. Moreover, the methods
developed within the proposed framework are generic enough to allow the study of any solar feature (e.g.
Coronal Bright points) provided that the feature can be deduced from AIA images.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1

Origin of Solar Features

The structure of the sun is typically described in layers, from the core to the corona, where each
layer has different temperature and pressure as in Figure 1.1.

Figure 1.1: Structure of the Sun (Image
Credit:http://alienworlds.southwales.ac.uk/sunStructure.html#/solarstructure)

The temperature and density of the sun varies dramatically from the surface to the core. Core is
the region where the nuclear fusion process takes place. The temperature of the core is typically
5,000,0000 oK. In the radiative zone the temperature drops rapidly to 7,000,000 oK. In this
region, the energy released from the core starts making its way to the surface of the Sun. In the
convection zone the temperature drops to about 6000 oK. Here the energy from the interior of the
sun starts to move through the convective layer as heat rather than photons. The convection zone
1

consists of plasma (ionized gas). The large temperature differences from the core to the
convection zone create turbulent movement, much like boiling water. The solar rotation adds
another factor to this process. Since the sun is not a solid body, differential rotation rates between
equatorial region and the polar regions move the ions in large currents. Per Maxwell’s equations,
moving charge gives rise to magnetic fields, and this solar rotation is believed to be the origin of
the magnetic field in the sun. The photosphere is hotter than the convection zone with
temperature of around 20000oK. For comparison, the density of this region is less than that of the
Earth’s atmosphere. Below the photosphere, the gas is so dense that its turbulent motions push
the magnetic fields around, forming sunspot and sunspot pores. Active regions are also formed in
this region; they are formed by brighter granular areas that are field free. At larger heights in the
chromosphere, the corona the density of the gas falls off more rapidly than the strength of the
magnetic field.

Most the features in the photosphere and the corona are formed by the

interaction of the magnetic fields and the gas. In the corona, the areas above sunspots and areas
of complex magnetic field patterns are those responsible for Solar flares. The solar corona is
constantly losing charged particles. Most of the mass of the sun is held in by magnetic fields in
the corona, but particles escape through occasional gaps in the fields. This continual particle
escape is the basis of the solar wind that affects the magnetic field of the earth and other planets
in the solar system.

1.2

Space Weather and Solar Features

The term “space weather” describes the dynamic conditions in the Earth’s outer space
environment caused by the conditions and events on the sun. These conditions include the solar
wind, whose origin is in the coronal hole regions of the sun. Occasionally, extremely violent
eruptions can occur in the Coronal Hole regions, wherein ions achieve velocities well in excess
of the escape velocity required to escape the gravitational pull of the Sun. These events, called
Coronal Mass Ejections, or CMEs, travel at high speed (often in excess of 1700 km/sec) into the
interplanetary region. The frequency of CME eruptions peaks around the time of the maxima of
the 11-year solar cycle. Due to the rotation of the sun, CMEs are launched preferentially (but not
exclusively) close to the plane in which the planets orbit. Should a CME encounter a spacecraft
or a planet, the high flux of high energy protons, electrons and x-rays can damage spacecraft,
2

disturb or even destroy satellites, induce huge currents in the power grid, and expose biological
life to levels of radiation far beyond levels considered safe. Sometimes the events like Solar
flares and CME’s that last for a few minutes to several hours can cause geomagnetic storms that
can last for days to weeks.
The science of space weather involves the study of solar features and their temporal behavior in
an effort to forecast future CMEs, especially those that might travel to encounter earth or
spacecraft. Critical to these models is an accurate and real time measurement of the size and
shape of the various features observed on the sun. This thesis is directed towards the
advancement of the science of accurate, automatic, and real time measurement of those features
in order to improve the accuracy of space weather models.

1.3

Solar Observatories

Various observatories around Earth and in space produce a large number of solar images each
day. These images are captured at different wavelengths provided by such solar observatories as
YOHKOH, SOHO, TRACE, RHESSI. The data flow has been further compounded by an
explosion in data of the sun with the recent addition of SDO and STEREO missions. As a result
of this substantial data flow, there is a need to identify important solar features by processing
these images of the sun using automated tools to identify and characterize features of
importance. Moreover the cadence of the Atmospheric Imaging Assembly (AIA), on the Solar
Dynamics Observatory produces Extreme Ultra Violet (EUV) images at 10 different
wavelengths in 10 second intervals with image resolutions of 4K[1]. Therefore, the identification
method has to be near real-time so that the processing is complete before the next before the set
of next images arrive.
The automatic detection and verification of features is very important for data mining
applications that are aimed at reliably forecasting solar activity and space weather [2, 3]. If the
results are to be used for solar modeling and forecasting, it is critical that methods/techniques
used for automating recognition be accurate and reliable. The methods developed should also be
robust in the sense that, they should be capable of handling images from different sources. Such
sources might have different resolution, dynamic range, etc., all of which need to be addressed
3

for reliable performance. This thesis presents feature extraction that is aimed at the growing
demand for solar activity forecasts by space weather project models. We are using digital image
processing and computer vision techniques to address the problem of finding features quickly,
reliably and accurately.
Figure 1.2 illustrates a typical system used to find features from solar images. The input can be
an image from any observatory. Initially the image is subjected to low-level feature processing
(e.g. noise removal etc.). Next, image analysis (using segmentation and/or edge mapping)
partitions an image into regions or objects. This step extracts midlevel features in an image and
then “interprets” them by generating feature maps or attributes of features. This is generally
termed “image understanding” [4]. The outputs of the image understanding system are generally
used as inputs space weather models. The goal is to develop an image understanding system for
solar images that can reliably identify features and attributes automatically. This capability will
have an impact on the accuracy of space weather predictions which play an important role in
protecting assets such as communication satellites, power grid, and personnel aboard in future
space exploration missions.

Input
Solar Images

System

Output
Features

Image Understanding

Attributes

Space Weather
Model

Figure 1.2: Overview of the Feature recognition system

1.4

Solar Features

A number of features appear in solar images at various wavelengths that relate to different spatial
and temporal solar phenomena [5]. Sunspots, investigated for centuries, are type of feature
whose properties reveals information about underlying solar activity.

4

Sunspots viewed or measured under visible portion of the electromagnetic (EM) spectrum have
been used to identify variations in cyclical nature of solar activity. Observations in multiple
wavelengths have been used to identify features such as, solar filaments, Coronal Holes and
Active Regions. The features that have been identified as cyclical imply that global changes in
the magnetic field affects the sun’s activities [3, 6].
The Helioseismic and Magnetic Imager (HMI) images are used to analyze the sunspot regions,
their magnetic properties, their umbral and penumbral regions, their evolution and ultimate
disappearance[7-9]. The study of sunspots is very important because of their high correlation
with solar flares and coronal mass ejections(CME’s) [10]. In figure 1.3, the white and black
features in the disk of the sun signify the polarity of the Active Regions; more densely packed
regions have higher probability of the eruption (flares and CME’s) from the sun than sparse
regions.

Figure 1.3: Large Sunspots observed in a solar magnetogram [11].The black and white regions
depicts the polarity of the magnetic fields and their separation is proportional to the activity in
the region

5

The Atmospheric Imaging Assembly (AIA) captures images at different wavelengths. These are
used to visually detect the features like Active Regions, coronal loops, Coronal Holes,
prominences and filaments.
An Active Region is an area on the sun with strong magnetic fields. Active Regions often
contain one to many sunspots. These regions, as shown in Figure 1.4, appear bright in Extreme
Ultra Violet images. They are best seen at wavelengths 21.1nanometers and 33.5 nanometers in
the SDO AIA images [12]. Solar activity, such as solar flares and coronal mass ejections
(CME’s) are associated with Active Regions. Active Regions usually contain other features like
filaments, coronal loops and coronal bright points. Therefore, Active Regions are one of the most
important features that needs to be accurately detected in the feature detection system.

Figure 1.4: Active Regions observed in AIA wavelength channel at 33.5nm.

Detection of solar filaments is important in understanding the solar activity because their
evolution and disappearance is highly related with the generation of CME’s that can cause
geomagnetic storms, if they subsequently encounter Earth [3, 9, 10, 13]. On the solar disk,
6

filaments look like dark elongated features on brighter background and can have a lifetime from
one to three solar rotations[3]. Figure 1.5 illustrates a solar filament.
A solar prominence is a large, bright feature extending outward from the suns’s surface, often
in a loop shape (refer to figure 1.6). Prominences are anchored to the Sun's surface in the
photosphere and extend outwards into the Sun's corona. Solar prominences are closely related to
the filaments that are observed on the sun and they appear bright or dark depending on the
background. On the edge of the sun it appears bright because of the dark background and is
called a prominence, while within the disk it appears dark because of the bright background and
is termed filament [14]. A prominence is a near-surface activity most frequently associated with
coronal mass ejections. The inner core of coronal mass ejections is believed to be made of
prominence material [14].

Figure 1.5: Solar Filament observed in AIA wavelength channel at 30.4nm[15].The arrow points
to snake like white lines which are called filaments. These white lines break into smaller ones
resulting in eruptions
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Figure1.6: Huge Prominence observed in AIA wavelength channel at 30.4nm[16].The
directional and structural properties of the prominence are related to the coronal mass ejections.
Coronal loops, as shown in Figure 1.7, are highly structured and are a direct consequence of the
twisting of solar magnetic flux within the solar body. Coronal loops have been attributed to
major CME’s, solar flares and storms that directly impact the solar system. The detection of
coronal loops is important for understanding solar magnetic properties and oscillations. Coronal
loops detection has inspired many scientific studies [17-20].

8

Figure 1.7: Coronal Loop observed in AIA wavelength channel at 17.1nm [21]. We can see
loops of varying brightness intensity, concentric and also intersecting

Coronal Holes, as shown in Figure 1.8, are darker regions in the solar corona that are observed
in Extreme Ultra Violet wavelengths. During periods of the solar maximum (corresponding to
the maximum number of sunspots, roughly once every 11 years) we see Coronal Holes all over
the solar disk [22]. Coronal Holes are believed to power the solar winds [23, 24]that shape space
weather. Studies have been conducted relating the Coronal Holes and the Active Regions [25].
Hence their formation and early identification is an important task. Another important feature is
the Quiet Sun region, the part of the solar corona that is neither the part of Active Regions nor
the Coronal Hole regions.

9

Figure 1.8: Coronal Holes observed in AIA wavelength channel at 19.3nm[26].We can see the
darker regions which are believed to be colder than the plasma of the Sun, the location size and
the number of Coronal Holes determine the speed and other properties of solar wind.

1.5

Research Goals

From a high level perspective (see Fig. 1.3), the primary objective of this study is to develop
efficient (with near real run time) algorithms (using a common framework) capable of
identifying important features in the solar image data. Specifically, we target the extreme
ultraviolet images from SDO’s AIA for identifying features that last over a few hours. SDO not
only provides high resolution images but also the imaging sensors in the AIA are capable of
handling high energy radiations. Thus, the images obtained can be used for analyzing the
features before, during and after a solar event, a capability that was not possible in the earlier
solar telescope missions.
10

The objectives that were accomplished in this research were
1. Develop an image processing pipeline for the SDO AIA images to identify features,
Active Regions, Coronal Holes and Quiet Sun, taken at different wavelengths in near real
time. This must be robust, i.e., it must work well without user intervention and is
independent of the time in solar cycle
2. Identify and model segmentation methods most suitable for the above problem and
define objective metrics to validate the segmentation algorithm
3. Compare the algorithm with the existing methods /databases and other observables using
the data derived from the obtained features
4. Test for the robustness of the methods developed to identify features by using it on
images taken by other sources
5. Identify the possible extensions to this work

1.6

Organization

The remainder of this document is organized as follows.
Chapter 2 covers the background of the SDO mission and, the AIA by comparing them with the
previous and the current missions. Also chapter 2 contains a brief description of the features we
wish to isolate. Here we present a literature survey of the methods that were used to identify
features in the previous missions along with their drawbacks when extended to AIA image
analysis. Chapter 3 details the approach used to build the system from acquiring raw images to
extracting features and their parameters. A full imaging pipe is developed and the significance of
each building block is detailed. Here we also present the possible variations in each step (for
example: segmentation). Chapter 4 contains the results of the system developed when applied to
sample SDO images, and the results obtained are compared with the results of other available
methods. We also applied the methods developed on SOHO’s EIT images to test the versatility
of our system. We also compare the results with the online catalogue. Finally Chapter 5
contains the conclusion, possible extensions and impact of this work.

11

Chapter 2: Background

There are various solar observatories (eg. YOHKOH, SOHO, TRACE, RHESSI, STEREO) that
monitor and provide information for Solar image analysis. The current mission, SDO, is intended
to be a replacement for the Solar and Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO), but with better
capabilities. We intend to use the information and methodologies adopted for solar feature
recognition from the previous missions and identify and develop new methods that could be
extended to the SDO given the data rate and computational requirements.
This chapter is organized as follows; section 2.1 is an overview of the Solar Dynamics
observatory, its mission, the instruments onboard, and their goals. Section 2.2 describes solar
features, such as Active Regions (Section 2.2.1), Coronal Holes (Section 2.2.2) and Quiet Sun
(Section 2.2.1), their properties and the reasons their detection play a vital role. Section 2.3 is an
overview of the methods used to detect the features of interest. We only detail those methods that
are most significant and also have applicability to the SDO images.

2.1.1: Background of Solar Dynamics observatory
The Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO) was launched in February 11, 2010, 10:23 am EST on
an Atlas V from SLC 41 from Cape Canaveral, Florida. SDO is the first mission to be launched
for NASA’s Living With a Star (LWS) Program, a program to understand the causes of solar
variability and its impacts on Earth [27, 28]. It is the replacement for the SOlar Heliospheric
Observatory (SOHO). SDO is designed to help understand the Sun’s influence on Earth and
near-Earth space by studying the solar atmosphere on small scales of space and time and in many
wavelengths simultaneously. SDO mission utilizes the geo synchronous orbit to enable an
extremely high downlink data rate (several gigabytes per day), which cannot be supported by the
current NASA deep space network from the Lagrange points (for example, SOHO at L2). SDO
orbits at the longitude of New Mexico which is inclined at 28 degrees from the equator. It is in
continuous contact with the ground station near Las Cruces, New Mexico [27, 28].
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SDO provides high-resolution solar magnetic field images, EUV images, and measurements of
the solar UV flux falling on the Earth. It also provides views of the solar interior and the
subsurface structures. SDO transmits 50 times more science data than any mission in NASA
history. Images with roughly 10 times resolution greater than high definition (HD) television
recorded every 0.75 seconds would reveal even minute details of the solar activity [27, 28]. As a
comparison, the SOHO provides an image of the sun every 12 minutes. The Solar Terrestrial
Relations Observatory (STEREO) provides images once every 3 minutes, with image resolution
of 1024 by 1024 (less than that of HDTV). Figure 2.1 illustrates the comparison of resolution
across satellites on the images taken around the same wavelength by SOHO’s Extreme
ultraviolet Imaging Telescope (EIT) at 171nm, STEREO’s Sun Earth Connection Coronal and
Heliospheric Investigation (SECCHI) at 30.4 nm and SDO’s Atmospheric Imaging Assembly at
33.5nm respectively. We can see the finer structures in the AIA image (such as loops). The
overall image quality visually is the best for SDO’s AIA [29].

Figure 2.1: Resolution comparison of various missions (Left to right: SOHO’s EIT, STEREO’s
SECCHI and SDO’s AIA) (Image credit: http://sdo.gsfc.nasa.gov)

SDO’s primary science mission is anticipated to last 5 years, though the satellite has enough fuel
to last 10 years [27, 28]. SDO’s purpose is to understand solar processes and, drive towards a
predictive capability of the solar variations that influence life on Earth and technological systems
It is hoped that this will be achieved by determining how the Sun’s magnetic field is generated
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and structured and how this stored magnetic energy is converted and released into the
heliosphere in the form of solar wind, energetic particles and variations in solar irradiance.
The scientific goals of the SDO Project are to improve our understanding of seven science
questions [27, 28]:
1. What mechanisms drive the quasi-periodic 11-year cycle of solar activity?
2. How is Active Region magnetic flux synthesized, concentrated, and dispersed
across the solar surface?
3. How does magnetic reconnection on small scales reorganize the large-scale field
topology and current systems and how significant is it in heating the corona and
accelerating the solar wind?
4. Where do the observed variations in the Sun’s EUV spectral irradiance arise, and
how do they relate to the magnetic activity cycles?
5. What magnetic field configurations lead to the CMEs, filament eruptions, and
flares that produce energetic particles and radiation?
6. Can the structure and dynamics of the solar wind near Earth be determined from
the magnetic field configuration and atmospheric structure near the solar surface?
7. When will activity occur, and is it possible to make accurate and reliable forecasts
of space weather and climate

2.1.1: SDO Instruments
SDO carries three science instruments; Helioseismic and Magnetic Imager (HMI), Atmospheric
Imaging Assembly (AIA), and Extreme Ultraviolet Variability Experiment (EVE). The
observations from these instruments are expected to lead to a more complete understanding of
the solar dynamics that cause variability in the Earth’s environment.
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2.1.1.1: Helioseismic and Magnetic Imager (HMI)
HMI is an instrument that aims to study oscillations and the magnetic field at the solar surface, or
photosphere. HMI observes the full solar disk at 6173 Å with a resolution of 1 arc second. HMI
is a successor to the Michelson Doppler Imager (MDI) on the Solar and Heliospheric
Observatory (SOHO). Figure 2.2 shows the HMI instrument.
The HMI based investigation studies the origin of solar variability to characterize and understand
the Sun's interior and the various components of solar magnetic activity. HMI makes
measurements of the motion of the solar photosphere to study solar oscillations and
measurements of the polarization in a specific spectral line to study all three components of the
photospheric magnetic field [27, 30].

Figure 2.2: Helioseismic and Magnetic Imager (HMI) Instrument (Image credit:
http://hmi.stanford.edu/)
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HMI investigation goals are to understand the interlinked processes of solar magnetic activity
and internal dynamics including [28, 30]:


Convection-zone dynamics and the solar dynamo;



Origin and evolution of sunspots, Active Regions and complexes of activity;



Sources and drivers of solar activity and disturbances;



Links between the internal processes and dynamics of the corona & heliosphere;



Precursors of solar disturbances for space-weather forecasts.

2.1.1.2: Extreme Ultraviolet Variability Experiment (EVE)
The Extreme ultraviolet Variability Experiment (EVE) aims to measure the solar extreme
ultraviolet (EUV) irradiance. Figure 2.3 shows the EVE instrument. The EUV radiation sensor
spans the 0.1-105 nm range, which provides the majority of the energy for heating Earth’s
thermosphere and creates the Earth’s ionosphere. This wide spectral range requires the use of
multiple channels. The EVE measures the solar EUV irradiance spectrum with 0.1 nm spectral
resolution and with 20 sec temporal cadence. Another key requirement for EVE is to measure the
EUV radiation with an accuracy of 25% or better [28, 31].
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Figure 2.3: Extreme Ultraviolet Variability Experiment (EVE) instrument. (Image credit:
http://lasp.colorado.edu/home/eve/)
The primary objectives of the EVE instrument are to [28, 31]:


Specify the solar EUV spectral irradiance and its variability on multiple time scales



Advance current understanding of how and why the solar EUV spectral irradiance
varies



Improve the capability to predict the EUV spectral irradiance variability



Understand the response of the geospace environment to variations in the solar EUV
spectral irradiance and the impact on human endeavors
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2.1.1.3: Atmospheric Imaging Assembly (AIA)
The Atmospheric Imaging Assembly (AIA) is an array of 4 telescopes that together provide fulldisk images of the solar corona at 1 arc resolution (4096×4096-pixel images) in 10 UV and EUV
wavelengths every 10 seconds [28, 32, 33]. Figure 2.4 shows the AIA instrument.

Figure 2.4: Atmospheric Imaging Assembly (AIA) instrument (Image Credit:
http://aia.lmsal.com/)
The following are the capabilities of the AIA instrument [28, 32, 33].


AIA captures images at a total of seven EUV and three UV-visible wavelength bands.
The set of six EUV channels that observe ionized iron allow the construction of relatively
narrow-band temperature maps of the solar corona from below 1 MK to above 20 MK.



A field of view exceeding 41 arcmin (1.28 solar radii in the EW and NS directions), with
0.6 arc sec pixels.



A detector with full well capacity > 150,000 electrons and ~15 e/photon, with a camera
readout noise < 25 electrons.



Cadence of 10 seconds during most of the mission.
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A capability to adjust the observing program to changing solar conditions in order to
implement observing programs that are optimized to meet the requirements of specific
scientific objectives. This allows, for example, a 2 second cadence in a reduced field of
view for flare studies.

The primary goal of the AIA Science Investigation is to use the data derived from the instrument,
together with data from other SDO instruments and from other observatories, to significantly
improve our understanding of the physics behind the activity displayed by the Sun's atmosphere.
The AIA will produce data required for quantitative studies of the evolving coronal magnetic
field, and the plasma that it holds, both in quiescent phases and during flares and eruptions.
Table 2.1 depicts the AIA wavelength bands along with the observables, such as the primary ions
and the region of the sun’s atmosphere at those wavelengths.
Channel Name

Primary ions

Region of atmosphere

White light

continuum

Photosphere

1700Å

continuum

temperature minimum, photosphere

304Å

He II

chromosphere, transition region

1600Å

C IV + continuum

transition region + upper photosphere

171Å

Fe IX

quiet corona, Coronal Holes ,upper transition
region

193Å

Fe XII , XXIV

Corona, Coronal Holes and hot flare plasma

211Å

Fe XIV

active-region corona

335Å

Fe XVI

active-region corona

94Å

Fe XVIII

flaring regions

131Å

Fe VIII

flaring regions

Table 2.1: AIA Wavelength bands and the observables at those wavelengths [28, 32, 33].
The AIA EUV wavelengths are of great interest because they are emitted by the very hot solar
corona but not by the relatively cooler photosphere of the Sun. These reveal structures in the
corona that would otherwise be obscured by the brightness of the Sun itself. Hence Images at
these wavelengths are useful for observations like characterization of coronal mass ejection
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onset, and determination of the structure of Coronal Holes and Active Regions. In this research
we primarily focus on the images from AIA to characterize the sun’s corona, Specifically we use
EUV channels 171Å, 193Å, 211Å and 335Å as they contain the features (Coronal Holes, Active
Regions and Quiet Sun) we are primarily interested in [34].
2.2: Background on Solar Features
2.2.1: Active Regions
Solar Active Regions is the most important features of interest since they contain many features,
such as coronal loops, sunspots, plage, prominences and filaments. Events such as Coronal Mass
Ejections (CME’s) and solar flares arise from these features. Solar Active Regions form loops of
magnetic flux that emerge into the solar atmosphere where they can be seen. The appearance of
Active Regions depends greatly on the wavelength used to image them, as well as the angle at
which they are observed. In hydrogen Hα, one sees bright Solar chromospheric plage (Figure
2.5). At higher resolution, in Extreme Ultra Violet wavelengths, they are the brightest regions as
shown in Figure 2.6. These Active Regions trace out magnetic field lines. Plage appears at the
footpoints of the Active Regions, where the loops pass through the chromosphere and
photosphere. Active Regions are formed from such bipolar pairs of footpoints connected by
coronal loops[22, 35].
The high density at which magnetic loops are packed together makes Active Regions different
from the surrounding Quiet Sun regions. Within the Active Region magnetic loops are packed
10–100 times more densely than in the Quiet Sun. In Figure 2.5 we see bright areas around the
Quiet Sun regions representing the chromospheric plage.
In Sunspots, magnetic loops are packed so tightly that there is no significant amount of
unmagnetized gas. This inhibits the flow of heat by convective motions and makes sunspots
cooler and darker than their surrounding area. Solar filaments are formed by irregular dark
strands of gas where the magnetic field lines dip to form valleys in the corona. These hold
ionized gas which cannot easily move across field lines in clouds above the photosphere [22, 35,
36]. Several filaments can be formed both inside the Active Region and outside it in the Quiet
Sun regions. When filaments are at the solar limb, they are called Solar Prominences.
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Figure 2.5: Sun’s chromosphere in the neutral hydrogen Hα line emitted at about 104 K, showing
a large Active Region near disk center, containing sunspots, plage and filaments. (Image
courtesy NSO and taken from[22])
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Figure 2.6: An Extreme Ultra Violet image of the Sun’s corona on 6th July 2012 at 171 nm. At
this wavelength we see the corona transition and chromosphere ~ 105 K. At mid-latitudes a huge
solar activity complex, made of many solar Active Regions, is present. The prominent cusp in the
lower right signals a recent coronal mass ejection or a flare. They was a X class solar flare
emitted in that region on 6th July 2012
The temperatures of the Active Regions that appear in the EUV and x-ray wavelengths are of the
magnitude of 106 K, such as the Active Regions in Figure 2.6. In the chromosphere, imaged
using the Hα line as in Figure 2.5, the temperature of this part of the Active Region is about 10 4
K, which is about the temperature for the ionization of hydrogen gas [22, 35, 36].
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The lifetime of Active Regions depends to a large extent on their size, which vary greatly. In the
photosphere the largest and long-lived Active Regions have areas in the range 50–100 000 Mm2,
that is only 1–2% of the surface area of the Sun (over 100–200 times greater than the area of
Earth). The EUV image shown in Figure 2.6 illustrates the extreme range of sizes seen in the
solar corona. The smaller Active Regions called ephemeral Solar Active Regions are short lived
and have an area of around 106 m2. These regions are also termed as Coronal Bright points. The
Active Regions in which phenomena such as Solar Flares, CME’s and sunspots occur typically
fall in the size range from 10 000 to 100 000 km, and survive for one or two solar rotations [22,
35, 36]. One such Active Region is seen in the lower right (circled region), An X class solar flare
from that region was observed on 6th July 2012.
The rate of occurrence of Active Regions varies either on the 22-year solar cycle or the 11-year
sunspot cycle. Very few Active Regions are present at sunspot minimum (sometimes none). The
shape of the size distribution of Active Regions does not change significantly from sunspot
minimum to maximum. Active Regions are born when magnetic flux emerges into the visible
atmosphere from the solar interior. Sometimes this flux continues to emerge for 5–7 days. As a
consequence the Active Region grows in size. If this flux stops emerging then the Active Region
vanishes. The shape and brightness of the Active Region depend on both the rate and location of
emergence of this new flux and the manner in which it reconnects with the preexisting magnetic
fields [22, 35, 36].
2.2.2: Coronal Holes
Solar Coronal Holes are regions of low-density plasma whose magnetic fields open freely into
interplanetary space. Coronal Holes are the darker regions on the solar disk, generally seen in xray and Extreme Ultra Violet (EUV) wavelengths. Figure 2.7 shows Coronal Holes on the SDO
AIA image taken at 193Å on 27th May 2013. Coronal Holes are highly structured on small scales
(100–10 000 km) and contain large numbers of rapidly varying bright points[22].
When the solar disk is observed in visible light, Coronal Holes cannot be distinguished from
surrounding regions. Coronal Holes when observed in ultraviolet and x-ray wavelengths appear
as distinct structures on the solar corona. This is because the outermost layer of the solar
atmosphere, i.e. the corona, has a temperature of around 106 K. At this temperature, plasma emits
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most of its radiation in the ultraviolet and x-ray bands. The static surface of the Sun, the solar
photosphere, has a much lower temperature of 5800 K, and it emits radiation in visible
wavelengths. This rise in temperature from the photosphere to the corona is referred as coronal
heating. Understanding the coronal heating mechanism is one of the most active fields of
research in solar physics.[5, 22, 37].
The appearance location and number of Coronal Holes varies with solar activity. During periods
of low solar activity, Coronal Holes cover the north and south poles. Figure 2.8 shows a huge
Coronal Hole at the north pole of the sun on 28th June 2010.During more active periods, Coronal
Holes can exist at all solar latitudes.

Figure 2.7: Large darker regions on the Solar disk are the Coronal Holes. Image taken by
SDO’s AIA at 193Å on 27th May 2013. We can see the Coronal Holes are highly structured and
contain number of bright points
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Figure 2.8: Large Coronal Hole seen at the North Pole .Image taken by SDO’s AIA at 193Å on
28th June 2010.
For approximately 7 years around the sunspot minimum of the solar cycle, the Sun’s magnetic
field is dominated by a rotationally aligned dipole component. Coronal Holes persist at the poles,
as solar activity increases. When the magnetic fields on the Sun become more complex, Coronal
Holes can emerge anywhere on the solar disk and persist for, on average, three to five solar
rotations. Coronal Holes rotate with a period of about 27.5 days, independent of their latitude.
They persist for several solar rotations before evolving into a different magnetic configuration.
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Ionized atoms and electrons flow along the open magnetic field lines in Coronal Holes to form
the high-speed component of the solarwind [5, 22, 37, 38].
The extended corona and solar wind are connected with Coronal Holes and tend to exist in an
ambient time-steady state. This makes Coronal Holes a starting point for theoretical modeling of
Solar wind. Coronal Holes and their associated high-speed wind streams are responsible for
some major geomagnetic storms at 1 AU. Corotating interaction regions (CIRs) form when
fast and slow wind streams collide with one another, interaction between these structures and the
Earth’s magnetosphere give rise to long-lasting fluxes of energetic electrons [22]. Hence,
Coronal Holes are of extreme interest despite not being as visually spectacular as Active
Regions, solar flares, or Coronal Mass Ejections (CMEs).
2.2.3: Quiet Sun
Quiet Sun is a generic term for regions on the solar disk too bright to be a Coronal Hole, but too
dim to be considered magnetically active relative to coronal loops and other Active Regions
based features [22]. Typically the regions that are not classified as Active Regions or Coronal
Holes on the solar disk observed at extreme ultraviolet to x-ray wavelengths are termed as Quiet
Sun regions.
Studying Quiet Sun regions has been of importance because of the spectral lines from ions
formed around 105K in the chromosphere is characterized by a cell-like pattern of ‘super
granular’ convective motions. This super granular network is the same in Coronal Holes and
Quiet Sun regions [22]. As the temperature increases past 106K through the transition region
Coronal Holes become distinguishable from Quiet Sun as areas of lower density and
temperature. In the transition region, Coronal Holes contain stronger plasma fluctuations than the
Quiet Sun. This is important in accelerating the solar wind that emerges from holes. Thus some
authors[39, 40] treat the chromosphere and corona of the Quiet Sun as a unified topic, stressing
their common origin in the mechanical-energy flux generated in the hydrogen convection zone
beneath the photosphere.
The Quiet Sun regions also contain other features such as filaments, coronal bright points, EUV
blinkers [41] etc. whose rate of occurrence is highly correlated to the solar activity.
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2.3 Literature review
The above sections highlighted the importance of each of the regions of the sun that we are focus
on in this research. This section describes the various methods used on the images in the past
missions to isolate these features.
There have been various methods that have been applied to find features on solar images, the
methods vary from processing the whole image to selecting certain features and modeling them
and then recognizing them. The methods that have been applied to finding features on solar
images can be roughly divided into the following [3, 42].
1. Thresholding based methods: Histogram of the solar image leads to the threshold
value. Works well if the background intensity does not change [2, 10, 43].
2. Edge based methods: Uses first or second order derivatives based kernels which
produce many false edges and some incomplete ones that need edge linking in solar
images [3, 8, 44].[2, 3, 8, 44]
3.

Morphological Methods: Operators like dilation, erosion and region merging are
applied on the full-disk solar images to isolate out features. These methods work well
in identifying regions of interest that are larger in size. It works well when the regions
are homogeneous [2, 7-9, 45].

4. Hybrid region growing and edge based techniques: Combination of methods 2 and 3
gives better results but the complexity of the methods is high [3, 8, 46].
5. Artificial neural network based methods: Requires training of various features whose
variation is large. It is a cumbersome task to find the all the variations of the
particular feature, but once trained is fast and efficient [3, 8].
6. Global Information and Data clustering methods: Segmentation of features can be
done using various standard algorithms. Bayesian technique and Hough transforms
which are generic give reasonable results but the complexity and runtime of these
algorithms on solar images is high [3, 13, 45, 47].
7. Heat equation based methods: These have been used for noise removal recently since
they enhance the edges and do not blur out the important features [45, 48].
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Not all the methods have been used for the identification of all the features that interest us. There
has been a combination of approaches used for each of the features. We describe them below
along with the image preprocessing/preparation required before discerning features.
2.3.1: Image preprocessing
The raw solar images available from the observatory are unsuitable for immediate application of
the segmentation methods due to the variation in shape, background intensity etc. [49]. These
variations may be caused by nature of the imaging instrument, slit position, exposure time for the
particular wavelength, nature of solar atmosphere at that wavelength temperature, line of sight
atmosphere thickness issues like limb darkening [50] or EUV limb brightening. Since the
detection of features should be applied automatically, all images need to be preprocessed
similarly and also meet appropriate quality criteria.
Lockheed Martin Space and Astro physics lab (LMSAL) provides the image registration routine
[51]. This produces images that have a common center and does shape corrections for the solar
disk for SDO AIA instrument images (those of most interest). Hence, preprocessing methods
used by previous missions are not discussed here. A good review for correction of non-radial
illumination is given in [52]. Geometric distortion (correction of solar images from elliptical to
spherical is given by [53]. Blurring due to the imaging instrument or atmospheric conditions can
be found in [54], for the previous missions like SOHO etc.
Another important kind of error is the file header error [3]. The images from the Solar
Dynamics Observatory use the FITS (Flexible Image Transport System) file format used in the
previous missions such as SOHO.FITS file format contain headers describing image information
such as position of the center, radius of the sun in pixels, exposure time etc. These headers
sometimes include errors, so the header information should be verified against the image content
or the headers from the images in the dataset in the automatic feature recognition system.
2.3.2: Active Regions Detection
Thresholding: Segmenting the preprocessed solar images based on the pixel values is
conceptually the simplest approach. This process finds the best intensity threshold based on
analysis of intensity levels of the histogram [55]. The size of the regions obtained varies with the
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threshold value, so prior knowledge about the region’s edge can lead to better separation from
the background Quiet Sun. This approach gives good results when the background is uniform
and the regions have a distinct range of intensities[56].
For automatic identification of Active Regions, Steinegger et al [57] proposed methods for
defining global intensity thresholds in Ca K spectroheliograms of size 2200×2200 pixels
(resolution 1 arcsec). The solar intensities were first expressed with respect to Quiet Sun
intensity using the procedure described in [58].

Active Regions boundaries were then

determined by locating zero-crossing contours in new images formed by convolving the originals
with a 10×10 constant kernel and then applying a 7×7 Laplacian operator. From the contours
located the authors select those enclosing the most compact and brightest Active Regions. The
mean intensity along the selected contours, averaged over all selected Active Regions, was taken
to be the Active Regions intensity threshold. Steinegger et al. applied the same approach to subimages containing only Quiet Sun network to determine an intensity threshold suitable for
identifying the network. The authors concluded that the two intensity thresholds they obtained
for the Active Regions and Quiet Sun network were consistent with the results of earlier work
across the solar cycle. They also found that the average network intensity was mainly influenced
by the time in the solar cycle
Region Growing Method: Homogeneity of spatially localized characteristics (e.g., intensity
values) within contiguous regions forms the backbone for region-based segmentation methods.
The region growth starts from one pixel called the seed and then incorporates neighboring pixels
into regions based on the specified homogeneity criteria that are deduced from statistical tests.
This process is continued until the defined termination condition is reached. An alternative
approach is to subdivide the image into a set of arbitrary disjoint regions and then to merge or
split the regions to satisfy the specified homogeneity criteria [59].
Hill et al. [60] proposed a two-stage procedure to pre-extract and index bright and dark regions
produced in sequences of SOHO EIT images in four spectral bands. The first stage employs a
region-growing algorithm to over segment the image using local properties together with a low
threshold. Then adjacent segments are merged if they satisfy a region-based criterion. The
second stage then assigns each resulting spot a bright or dark label according to its intensity
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relative to its neighborhood using a combination of local (region) and global (image) brightness
information.
Hill et al. use this segmentation approach to segment Active Regions that were then assembled in
time series for temporal analysis. They did not separately assess the spatial segmentation. The
system was tested on a database of 2,500 images, observed over 2 months from 1997 to 1998.
Their system automatically identified regions and events that had to be validated by the experts
and was correct about 80% of the time.
Bayesian inference method: Bayesian inference is a tool for determining the likelihood that a
particular object x is present in a scene, given that sensor data y (i.e., image data) is observed
[61]. It is used to segment images into objects. Turmon et.al. [13, 45] developed Maximum A
Posteriori (MAP) technique to identify solar features in temporal and spatial on Magnetogram
images. This was later also extended to EUV images. The primary source of data for their study
was a set of Ca II K (at wavelength 393.4 nm) full-disk spectroheliograms . For their purposes
they divided the surface structures into three types:


Plages, which are high-intensity, clustered regions that coincide with Active Regions



Network, which is a lower-intensity cellular structure formed by the hot boundaries of
convection cells



Background, which is the lowest-intensity region

The authors adopted a Bayesian framework to compute the posterior probability of any feature
segmentation of a trio of observed images from per-pixel, class-conditional probabilities derived
from independently-segmented training images. Later, simulated annealing is used to find the
most likely segmentation result. The authors also compare segments produced by the
thresholding approach (which has rough boundaries) to the boundaries produced by the Bayesian
approach (which are smooth). Small isolated segments produced by the thresholding approach
are not present in the case of the Bayesian approach. However, the Bayesian method is very time
consuming [3] and should be compared in terms of speed and accuracy with other methods that
take into account spatial structure as well as the intensity distribution.
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Hybrid of thresholding and region growing technique: In this technique proposed by
Benkhalil et.al [62] full resolution Ca KII images were first preprocessed for limb correction
shape correction etc. Then the images were transformed to polar coordinates. A threshold was
then found and morphological processing was applied. The image was then transformed to the
Cartesian coordinates. This technique was applied to the synoptic image sequences of the
Meudon observatory for two months (April and July 2002) and the results obtained compared
with those obtained manually and also quantitatively with the NOAA database. A quantitative
comparison of the results was made and showed good agreement with the NOAA results.
2.3.3: Coronal Holes Detection
Thresholding: A similar method that was used to find Active Regions was used to detect
Coronal Holes in an automated fashion by Larisza et al [43] by local intensity thresholding
techniques. The thresholding technique was tested on EUV and X-ray images obtained using
instruments onboard STEREO, SOHO and Hinode. The full-disk images were transformed into
equal-area projection maps, for latitude less than 45 degrees, and partitioned into a series of
overlapping sub-images from which local histograms were extracted. The histograms were then
used to determine the threshold for possible Coronal Holes regions. Then the SOHO/MDI
images were used to remove filaments that, in some cases were misclassified. This method was
reported to work well across missions STEREO, SOHO and Hinode. The requirement that
Magnetogram images be used to ascertain the classification is the bottleneck in our case.
In the recent papers, Coronal Holes are detected simultaneously with Active Regions and Quiet
Sun with hybrid methods that are described below.
Hybrid Fuzzy Logic based and Morphological Region Growing based:
The Spatial Possibilistic Clustering Algorithm (SPoCA) was developed by Barra et al (2005) and
later refined [63-66]. The SPoCA method produces a segmentation of solar of EUV solar images
into large-scale regions corresponding to Active Regions (AR), Coronal Holes (CH) and the
Queit Sun. This method is widely used because of its flexibility to handle region boundaries.
This method was applied successfully on a series of SOHO EIT image pairs (171 and 195 Å), for
determining regions independently in these channels. SPOCA implements a regularized version
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of the Fuzzy C-Means algorithm called Possiblistic C-means (PCM) that integrates neighboring
intensity values. The classes are determined by minimization of intra-class variance.
The authors have made their software suite online which gives


A segmentation map, attributing a class to the pixel according to its highest membership
value



A probability-density function giving, for each pixel intensity value, the probability that
this pixel belong to a particular class



Computation of quantities such as area, integrated intensity, and first statistical moments
for each class.

As an example, maps of connected AR pixels are then computed by adopting a region growing
technique. The drawback reported was that filaments seen in coronal EUV images are often
erroneously classified as Coronal Holes in the segmentation. The authors overcome it by using
Hα images from ground-based observatories to separate filaments from the CHs. The method is
generic and therefore was also ported to SDO/AIA.
Simultaneous detection of regions: Dudok De wit [67] presents a segmentation scheme for
identifying large-scale structures (Coronal Holes, Active Regions, etc.) in solar extreme
ultraviolet images. This is one the first methods to use both the image intensity and the relative
contribution of different wavelengths to identify solar features. The approach was illustrated with
images taken in the extreme ultraviolet by the EIT telescope onboard SOHO. This supervised
segmentation scheme incorporated a Bayesian classifier, is computationally simple, and can
easily be used to track in near-real time structures, such as Coronal Holes. In this image
representation scheme each EIT pixel is represented as a four dimensional column vector whose
columns are the preprocessed intensities in the four channels. Regions are selected on a training
image as
1. Dark background outside the disk.
2. Dense corona outside the disk.
3. Coronal Holes
4. Quiet Sun,
5. Active Regions on the disk.
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These regions are subsequently modeled as a Gaussian distribution. A Bayesian based classifier
has been developed to classify pixels of preprocessed test images into the above groups.
This method could be useful to us as it is computationally efficient and robust, because this
method does not require frequent user intervention, and must be tailored to each particular event.
It performs equally well at the limb and on the disk and also works well both at solar maximum
and at solar minimum.
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Chapter 3: Approach
Most of the current methods for finding the features of interest are catered to the SOlar
Heliospheric Observatory’s (SOHO) Extreme ultraviolet Imaging Telescope (EIT), whose image
cadence is about 12 minutes [68] from the available databases. In this research we develop
methods for SDO to overcome the research challenges that were highlighted in the previous
section. This research also attempts to integrate methods that would enable better feature
recognition tracking and visualization when using images taken at different wavelengths either in
isolation or a suitable combination to identify features.
The task to find features can be broken down to three major stages
1. Preprocessing: Solar limb brightness correction, noise removal etc.
2. Feature Extraction/Classification: Classify the pixels in the image into the classes( Active
Regions, Coronal Holes, and Quiet Sun)
3. Assess/Merge: Assessing the classified pixels for compact classes based on metrics and
recording their properties.
In this chapter we detail the approach used to build the system from acquiring raw images to
extracting features and their parameters. A full imaging pipe is developed and the significance of
each building block is detailed. Here we also present the possible variations in each step (for
example: segmentation).
Solar Images (Input)

Preprocessing

Feature
Extraction

Assess/Merge
Clusters

Class Assignment

Figure 3.1 Solar Feature identification chain
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3.1 Preprocessing
The SDO’s Atmospheric Imaging Assembly (AIA), extreme ultraviolet images (EUV) are
available in Flexible Image Transport System format (FITS) [12, 69]. This format is used widely
in astronomy because its header contains information about the image, such as the time taken,
exposure time, and level of data among other details about the image taken [70]. We use the
Solarsoft [51] suite for IDL, provided by Lockheed Martin Solar and Astrophysical laboratory
(LMSAL), for retrieval of (science level) AIA images at the wavelengths 171, 193,211 and 335
Angstroms respectively using the commands below:
series = 'aia.lev1_euv_12s' ; aia.lev1
from = '2010-06-15T02:30'
to = '2010-07-30T23:00'
cadence = 86400 ; seconds
Wavelength=[171,193,211,335]
saveto = 'C:\Users\Santosh\Desktop\June2010_Jan2013'
preppedto = 'C:\Users\Santosh\Desktop\Dec\Prepped'
md=vso_search(from,to,sample=CADENCE,inst='AIA',Waves=Wavelength)

The data archive of images obtained is 16-bit integer 4096 × 4096 in size, about 32 Mega Bytes
each. The level number keyword in the fits header is 1.0, which indicates that the images have
been converted from Level 0, with processing including bad-pixel removal, de-spiking and flatfielding[1, 70]. These images need further processing before they can be analyzed. We use the
routine aia_prep.pro so that the images are converted to level 1.5 that are adjusted to a common
0.6′′ plate scale, and that share common centers and rotation angles, but are not exposure-time
corrected [1, 65, 70].
aia_prep,filelist,-1,out_index,out_data,/do_write_fits,outdir=preppedto
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We then retrieve the exposure time of each of the image acquired at different wavelengths and
then divide the exposure time from data number (DN: unit for measured pixel intensity value) of
every pixel so that we have the new pixel numbers as DN/s which is a near accurate
representation of flux observed at a particular wavelength[1].
In the EUV, the Sun’s limb is brighter than the center of the solar disk (Limb brightening)[34,
71]. Since the solar atmosphere is optically thin at these wavelengths, intensity is proportional to
thickness of layer contributing to it. Due to geometrical effects this layer appears thicker near the
limb (radiation comes from roughly the same height everywhere). Limb brightening in optically
thin lines does not imply that the Sun’s temperature increases outwards. However, the limb
brightening effect in the images may hinder the segmentation process. Therefore, we first
process the EUV images so as to lower the enhanced brightness and the discontinuity at the limb.
As described in [64, 71] a polar transform to represent the image I in a (ρ, θ) plane, with the
origin at the solar disc center is first applied. The polar transform is a conformal mapping from
points in the Cartesian plane (x, y) to points in this polar plane, described by

√

(3.1)
(3.2)

The integral is computed

∫

(3.3)

which specifies the intensity distribution as a function of ρ. If m is the median value of intensities
on the on-disc part of the Sun, the correction of the enhanced brightness at the limb as follows:

(3.4)
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where

is the corrected image and is remapped to the cartesian plane.

The above kind of correction is applied selectively for AIA EUV images. Some authors [63, 66]
apply this correction for :
R> .95 Rsun

(3.5)

from the center.
Since the observed variation is less than .07 percent from the center, we have set an option to
apply the above or not. We found that the limb correction applied above is too strong and leads
to detection of many false positives of Coronal Holes near the solar poles.
We have not accounted for the sensor noise that needs to be normalized, especially in the
Coronal Hole regions (where these errors might lead to misclassification of features). The range
of pixel values is in the range of 0 – 10000 Data Number per second (DN/s). We apply the
Anscombe transform which is widely used in photon-limited imaging at the EUV wavelengths,
where an image’s intensity can be modeled as a Poisson random variable. The Anscombe
transform is used to pre-process the data in order to make the standard deviation approximately
constant. This is a variance-stabilizing transformation that transforms a random variable with a
Poisson distribution into an approximate standard Gaussian distribution, so that the standard
image processing algorithms for de-noising can be applied [72]. An Anscombe transform can be
approximated as the square root of image intensity. This transform is useful especially for
detecting low intensity/pixel value features like Coronal Holes embedded in noise.
We then extract only the on disk part of the solar image (ignoring features beyond the solar limb)
to avoid misclassifications. This is done for images at every wavelength.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.2: (a) Level 1.5 SDO AIA Image and (b) the corresponding disk extracted image

To summarize, we perform three key tasks in pre-processing
1-

Preparation of Images to level 1.5

2-

Limb correction

3-

Noise stabilization

4-

Disk extraction
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Section 3.2 Feature classification
After the images are pre-processed, we sought a way to classify the pixels in a near real time
manner. We explored two kinds of methods assuming the data is independent and is an
identically distributed ( i.i.d) random variable:
1- Histogram based multilevel thresholding
2- K-Nearest Neighbor based classification method
The difference between the two approaches is that histogram based methods are applied
on the channel where the feature is most prominent (explained in Table 2.1 in the previous
section). Active Regions are most visible at 335 Angstroms and Coronal Holes most visible at
193 Angstroms. The second method employs a representation of each pixel as a vector element
of four channels measured simultaneously. These two methods were selected because of their
robustness and relative computational ease when compared other methods of segmentation such
as Energy based(Markov Random Fields and Diffusion [3]) and Fuzzy segmentation based
methods [63]. This is a concern because we have a constraint of processing current set of images
before the next set of images arrive.

3.2.1 Histogram Based Multilevel Thresholding
We segment the solar images into the 3 regions, namely Coronal Holes, Active Regions and
Quiet Sun. These regions typically display some common pixel intensity property by which they
can be discerned. The fastest and natural way of segmenting the image would be through
thresholding. Multilevel thresholding creates binary images from grey level ones by turning all
pixels within some consecutive threshold values to one and other pixels zero.
Figure3.3 shows a disk extracted part of the processed level 1.5 193 Angstrom image. This
would be used for extraction of Coronal Holes since they are a prominent feature at this
wavelength. Figure 3.4 shows the corresponding histogram of the image. From the histogram of
the image we see two clear peaks, one at zero and the other at a pixel value of 10. So, for
accurate estimation of the segments in the image, we would need to find two threshold values t1
and t2 where 0< t1< t2< max(pixel value) . For this we use an extension of the classical global
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thresholding method proposed by Otsu [73]. From the histogram we can calculate the probability
of each gray level ‘i’ as P(i). Then each class probability can be estimated as a cumulative sum
as described in the equations:
t1

q1 (t1 )   P(i)

(3.6)

i 0

q 2 (t1 , t 2 ) 

q3 (t 2 ) 

where q1 , q2 and

t2

 P(i)

(3.7)

i t1 1

I

 P(i)

(3.8)

i t 2 1

q3 are the required classes into which the pixels must be classified. The

cumulative and global mean for each class is calculated as follows:
t1

1 (t1 )  
i 0

 2 (t1 , t2 ) 

3 (t2 ) 

iP (i )
q1 (t1 )

t2

(3.9)

iP (i)

 q (t , t )

i t1 1

2

1

(3.10)

2

I

iP (i)
i t 2 1 q3 (t 2 )



(3.11)

We then calculate the variance in each class:

t1

 12 (t1 )  [i  1 (t1 )]2
i 0
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P(i)
q1 (t1 )

(3.12)

 (t1 , t 2 ) 
2
2

t2

 [i  

i t1 1

 32 (t 2 ) 

2

(t1 , t 2 )]2

I

 [i   (t
3

i t 2 1

2

)]2

P(i)
q2 (t1 , t 2 )

(3.13)

P(i)
q3 (t 2 )

(3.14)

We define an objective function that includes the variances of each class:

 w2 (t1 , t 2 )  q1 (t1 ) 12 (t1 )  q2 (t1 , t 2 ) 22 (t1 , t 2 )  q3 (t 2 ) 32 (t 2 )

(3.15)

In Otsu's method we exhaustively search for the threshold that minimizes the intra-class
variance. Otsu shows that minimizing the intra-class variance is the same as maximizing interclass variance [73]. We compute the inter class variance for all possible values of t1 and t2. The
optimum threshold is determined when  w2 (t1 , t2 ) is maximum.

Figure 3.3: Level 1.5 disk extracted AIA 193 image
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Figure 3.4: Histogram of the disk extracted AIA 193 image (Note: The count for the dark region
pixels that have Zero intensity values is much larger than 500)
The threshold found for CH is 5.9 DN/s for the above case. However, note the dark background
pixels were also included in segmentation, since their number always remains constant. Dark
background pixels don’t create any ambiguity in segmentation algorithm but rather add stability
to the process of identifying CH using the Otsu’s method of segmentation.
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Figure 3.5 Segmentation Map deduced using the threshold value found

Figure 3.6 The boundaries of the CH regions traced on the segmented map and overlaid on the
original AIA 193 image
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Figure 3.5 shows the segmentation map and Figure 3.6 shows the boundaries of the regions
traced on the original AIA 193 Angstroms image, after the Spatial Validity based Compact
Clustering that is explained in section 3.3.

Figure 3.7: Level 1.5 disk extracted AIA 335 image
To find the Active Regions, we use the image taken at 335 Angstrom (since Active Regions are
observed more clearly at this wavelength and has been used in the previous studies[3, 64] of the
soho EIT image’s Active Region ). We follow the same procedure as described above with the
AIA 193 image for finding the Coronal Hole regions. Figure 3.8 shows the histogram of the
image in Figure 3.7. We found the Active Region threshold value to be 3.3 DN/s.
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Figure 3.8: Histogram of the disk extracted AIA 335 image (Note: The count for the dark region
pixels that have Zero intensity values is much larger than 1200)

The regions segmented by using the threshold value are shown in figure 3.9. This was after the
application of ASSESS and MERGE procedures that is discussed in section 3.3. The segmented
AR regions are traced and visualized on the AIA 171 channel. The fine details of the regions are
visible easily.
In Figure 3.11 we combine the CH map obtained in figure 3.5 with the AR map obtained in
Figure 3.9 to get the map of the Quiet Sun region as well as a combined segmentation map that
includes all the regions of interest. The Grey region on the disk is the Quiet Sun; the dark region
on the disk is the Coronal Hole and the bright regions are the Active Regions.
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Figure 3.9 Segmentation Map of Active Regions using the threshold value found

Figure 3.10 Boundaries of the Active Regions traced and overlaid on the original AIA 335 image
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Figure 3.11 Combined segmentation map of Active Regions Coronal Holes and Quiet Sun
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3.2.2: K-Nearest Neighbor based method
To overcome the issue of processing time without sacrificing accuracy, we employ a technique
that utilizes information from images taken at different wavelengths at the same time and apply a
processing efficient nearest-neighbor (NN) based classifier method. K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN)
is a non-parametric method, that is, it does not make any assumptions about the underlying data
distribution. KNN does not use the training data points to do any generalization. Moreover the
training phase is very minimal and fast.
In addition, its performance ranks highly amongst the most popular learning-based image
classifiers, including, the support vector machine (SVM). Boiman et al. [74] show the
effectiveness of the nearest-neighbor based classifier by testing it on several challenging image
databases.

We follow the same preprocessing step as described in the section above. We select only the
solar disk, discarding the outer regions. This is done in order to eliminate erroneous classification
that affects the segmentation. We characterize each AIA pixel as a four dimensional column
vector whose columns are the preprocessed intensities in the four channels.

Vi= [Ii(171), Ii(193), Ii(211), Ii(335)]T
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(3.16)

Figure 3.12: Multispectral AIA images taken on Jan 2, 2011 at 00:00. Four regions are selected
(1) Active Regions, (2) Coronal Holes, (3) Quiet Sun and (4) dark background.
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We define 4 regions in the image:
1.

Active Regions on the disk

2.

Quiet Sun region on the disk

3.

Coronal Hole region on the disk

4.

Dark region outside the disk

Figure 3.12 illustrates the manual selection of these regions in the training image. We use the
same selection on different channels. We find the mean vector for each of the regions as m 1, m2,
m3, m4, and use these vectors for classification into groups on other images that have been
preprocessed the same way as described above. For each pixel in the test image we find the two
nearest mean vectors, using the Euclidean distance, and then compute the ratio between the
distances i.e the first nearest and the second nearest.
Rpix=d(classi)/d(classj)
if Rpix < .85
then

(3.17)

Rpix ϵ {classi}

This ratio is used as a decision criterion. If R< .85 then the closest class distance (d1) is assigned
to that pixel. Otherwise, make it unclassified.
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Figure 3.13: Coronal Hole candidates obtained after segmentation using the KNN based method

Figure3.14: Coronal Holes traced after Spatial Validity based Compact Clustering
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Figure 3.15: Active Regions candidates after segmentation using KNN based method

Figure3.16: Active Regions traced after Spatial Validity based Compact Clustering
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Figure 3.17: Combined segmentation map of Active Regions Coronal Holes and Quiet Sun

Figure 3.13 shows the segmentation result of the algorithm on Figure 3.3. Figure 3.14 shows the
actual Coronal Holes found and traced using the result in Figure 3.13 by applying the spatial
validity based compact clustering algorithm explained in section 3.3. Similarly 3.15 depicts the
Active Region candidates found while Figure 3.16 shows the Active Regions with boundaries
traced one of the input channels after the spatial validity based compact clustering algorithm is
applied. In Figure 3.17 the combined segmentation map of the Active Regions, Coronal Hole and
Quiet Sun is shown. The Quiet Sun region is identified using the Active Region and Coronal
Hole final segmented maps. Active Regions are shown in white, while the Coronal Holes are
shown in black (on disk). The Quiet Sun region is shown in grey.
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Section 3.3 Spatial Validity based Compact Clustering
Image segmentation is an important step in many image analysis applications, but it is difficult to
ascertain whether one algorithm produces better or more accurate results than another. The most
common method for assessing the effectiveness of a segmentation method is subjective
evaluation by experts in which visual comparisons of various segmentation algorithms are made.
As stressed in the introduction, the rapid and ever-growing database of solar images makes this
an impossible task. So we need ways of assessing the segmentation output by eliminating certain
points or joining two clusters. That is, an objective method of evaluation is needed that would
assess and improve the quality of the segmentation based on reliable objective metrics that can
vary from application to application.
We are primarily interested in determining the best number of clusters for an initial segmentation
map. We chose a Spatial Validity based Compact Clustering method whose steps are outlined in
Algorithm 1 (below). This consists of segmenting the image into a number of classes and then
using an aggregation criterion of the resulting partitioned classes if necessary. This method finds
the best gathering of points in the feature space X with respect to a cluster quality objective
function. It thus relies on both an unsupervised, quantitative and objective evaluation of a
clustering result, and on an analysis of the feature vectors spreading in X.
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Data: A set S of initial segmentation map of the multispectral images given at that time
Result: Optimal Set of clusters Copt
// Assess the Quality of the clusters in S
[Score,Cintial,X]= ASSESS(S)
while Ciniitial>2
// Find the best two clusters to be merged based on Score and distance metric X
Sm= MERGE(S, Score ,Cintial,X)
// Assess the quality of new segmentation map
[Scorem,Cm,Xm]= ASSESS(S)
if Scorem > Score then
Copt = Cm
Else
Copt = Cintial
end
end
return Copt
Algorithm 1: Spatial Validity Based Compact Clustering
The ASSESS procedure is able to quantify the quality of segmentation. The literature offers a
wide range of methods[75-79] and a good review of all the methods are given by [80, 81]. One
of the most intuitive criteria is the ability to quantify the quality of a segmentation result. In the
case of the solar images, this is a mixture of intra-region uniformity and inter region separation.
We defined a criterion that calculates the uniformity of a region characteristic based on the
variance of this characteristic and the area of the region as follows:
∑

∑

[
(

)

]
(

)

∑
Where

(3.18)
(3.19)

corresponds to the validity index of the Image I that is segmented into set R={R1,…

RNR} having NR regions,

corresponds to the convex area of the region and

corresponds

to the gray-level intensity or DN/s in our case, It can also be generalized in the case of the
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multispectral case where we take the sum of the elements in the vector as

.

Now we define a metric that defines separation, i.e., we find the closest cluster to a given cluster.
This is done by representing each segmented region as a polygon and then finding minimum
polygonal distance:
(
where

)

(3.20)

is the set of polygonal distance of the kth cluster with the jth cluster and k is not equal

to j. This index gives the physical separation between the clusters. In the algorithm described
above X is the set of

and score is

while C is the set R. We then use a threshold for

validity to discard clusters that have less than tv.
Figure 3.18 shows the initial segmentation result for the Coronal Holes given as input to the
ASSESS procedure. Figure 3.19 shows the result of the ASSESS procedure. Note some clusters
were discarded based on the validity threshold set.

Figure 3.18: Initial Coronal Hole candidates map after segmentation
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Figure 3.19: Spatially Compact Coronal Hole regions deduced after ASSESS procedure

Figure 3.20: Coronal Hole regions with boundaries traced after ASSESS procedure
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Figure 3.20 shows the boundaries traced of the segmented regions, using Moore neighbor tracing
algorithm with four connected neighborhoods [82], on Figure 3.19. The boundaries are overlaid
on the original image for better visualization. We follow the same procedure that was used to
obtain the initial Active Region map and use the ASSESS procedure to remove coronal bright
points. These can be identified because they have nearly same pixel intensity values as Active
Regions but differ in area. Figure 3.21 shows the initial Active Region candidates after the
segmentation algorithm and Figure 3.22 shows the compact Active Regions deduced after the
ASSESS procedure. Figure 3.23 shows the boundaries traced of the segmented regions on
Figure 3.22 using Moore neighbor tracing algorithm with four connected neighborhood [82].The
boundaries are overlaid on the original image for better visualization.

.
Figure 3.21: Initial Active Region candidates map after segmentation
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Figure 3.22: Spatially Compact Active Regions deduced after ASSESS procedure

Figure 3.23: Active Regions with boundaries traced after ASSESS procedure
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The MERGE procedure consists of aggregating those regions together that are the closer than σ t .
Then we use mathematical morphology to grow those clusters and merge them. We use the
dilation process which is defined by [59, 64]:

I ⊕Σ = {x, Σxˆ ∩ I≠∅}

(3.21)

where
Ax = {c, c = x + a, a

A}

(3.22)

is the translation of A by x and
Aˆ = {x, x = −a, a

A}

(3.23)

is the reflection of A
I is the image and a structuring set Σ, called the structuring element. Typically Σ is a circular disc
in the plane, but it can be of any shape, the choice being driven by the application. We used Σ as
a circular disk both for Coronal Holes and Active Regions processing after the ASSESS
procedure.
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Figure 3.24: Coronal Hole regions map after Merge procedure on Figure 3.19
After the above process, we post-process the data by opening and closing transforms. Dilation
and erosion are reflections of one another and can be used in combination to produce transforms
to thicken or thin a region. Dilation is an operation that expands an image object and erosion
shrinks it. The opening operation smooths a contour in an image, breaking narrow isthmuses and
eliminating thin protrusions, while the closing operation narrows smooth sections of contours,
fusing narrow breaks, eliminating small holes, and filling gaps in contours [59, 64]. Opening of I
by Σ is defined by
O[AR] = (AR ϴΣ) ⊕ Σ

(3.24)

and closing is defined by
C[AR] = (AR ⊕ Σ) ϴ Σ.
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(3.25)

The transformation we applied here is a conditional morphological opening, that is constrained
on the original image I, particularly on the gray level values of pixels composing the edge as
applied in [64]. The reason for applying these morphological transformations is that the
structures of the objects are preserved and only those objects smaller than the structuring element
Σ are affected, all other features at larger scales are not degraded.

We applied the MERGE procedure on the result after the ASSESS procedure in Figure 3.19, the
result of merge is shown in Figure 3.24. We see the two closest clusters being connected to one
another. The quality score, of the new compact clusters, as shown in Algorithm 1, was evaluated
and found to be higher than when they were separated. After the Merge procedure we use the
using Moore neighbor tracing algorithm[82].Figure 3.25 depicts the boundaries of the final
Coronal Hole map overlaid on the original image.
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Figure 3.25: Final Coronal Hole map with boundaries traced after MERGE procedure
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3.4 Exploration of image re-binning and flagging ambiguous classifications
3.4.1: Effect of image resizing
In the approach discussed in this chapter, we resized the original image by a factor of 4 (that is a
4096 by 4096 pixel image was resized to a 1024 by 1024) before the preprocessing step in order
to reduce the demand on available computational resources (2.94 GHz processor with 1.33GB
RAM available for computing).

Input Image

Down
Sampling
factor M

Anti - Alias
Filter

Downsampled Image

Figure 3.26: Process adopted for reducing the size of the image

We used the anti-alias filter[83] to remove the high frequency content before down sampling
since down sampling can introduce aliasing or false/nonexistent frequencies in the input image.
Figure 3.26 depicts the process used to of down sampling the image by a factor M in each
direction.
Table 3.1 shows the area of Active Regions and Coronal Holes as percent of the solar disk with
the original image downsampled by a factor of 2 and 4. We see that the difference increases as
the resizing factor increases. The difference observed is minimal because the quality of the
image captured by the AIA is high. Moreover, there is little high frequency content in these
images that could affect the features we are trying to discern. (Coronal Holes, Active Regions
and Quiet Sun regions are large scale regions).
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Image

Original

AR Area

Downsample Downsample Original

Downsample Downsample

ratio: 2

ratio: 4

ratio:2

ratio: 4

AR Area

AR Area

CH Area

CH Area

CH Area

1

2.783545

2.794841

2.805719

6.055268

6.006281

6.052346

2

2.535605

2.54414

2.547347

9.242292

9.220349

9.149407

3

2.477085

2.488468

2.506753

9.038243

9.032687

8.965209

4

1.597747

1.619532

1.629625

17.94944

17.93653

17.90057

5

2.065136

2.080691

2.107553

13.63051

13.61008

13.57266

6

1.747897

1.794066

1.798682

11.49762

11.46787

11.47389

7

1.523057

1.544567

1.531609

7.650705

7.637595

7.60482

8

1.874176

1.883417

1.900425

5.600199

5.570057

5.50389

9

2.301526

2.34677

2.381627

7.616055

7.580494

7.561375

Table 3.1: The above table shows the area of Active Regions and Coronal Holes as percent of
the solar disk with the image downsampled by the mentioned factors
However, this resizing might be a problem if we want to use it for coronal loops and filaments,
since the geometry and interconnections might be altered by the resulting down sampling
method. It is best to use the original image for feature extraction to eliminate the ambiguity.
Since we are using MATLAB based environment for prototyping, absolute timed comparisons
cannot be made. In general the savings in time for resizing was to the order of the square of the
resizing factor (M2). For the specific processor configuration used in these studies the average
run time for the original 4096 X 4096 image was around 180 seconds, 50 seconds for the
2048X2048 image (resize factor 2) and around 10 seconds for a 1024X1024 image (resize factor
4). C/C++ is best used for real time implementation. In general according to experiments
conducted by Tyler [84], the computation time would be reduced by a factor of 100 when the
MATLAB code is implemented in C/C++. So the algorithms we developed can be used on the
original full resolution images in near real time.
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3.4.2: Minimal Manual Intervention
Important events like CME’s, Solar flares etc. and also erroneous classifications could be
deduced by doing a time series analysis on the feature parameters obtained from the output of
ASSESS and MERGE procedures. This analysis can highlight trends of concern such as, the
change in number of clusters of Active Regions and a drastic shift in the centroid of the regions
between successive images. These events may require manual intervention to validate the results.
In algorithm 2, we outline a procedure to raise alarm to the user images that may be erroneously
classified or might contain an important event. This algorithm also returns the centroid of the
regions along with the area. This could be useful for time series analysis of the evolution,
tracking and disappearance of a region of interest.
Data: Segmented result after ASSESS and MERGE of (I1,I2 …IN)
Result: Time series parameters and possible miscellaneous classifications
// Segmented result after ASSESS and MERGE
{(R1,R2 …RN), (Copt1,Copt2 …CoptN)}= Algorithm1((I1,I2 …IN))
(G1,G2 …GN)=ComputeCenterofMass((R1,R2 …RN))
(A1,A2 …AN)=ComputeArea((R1,R2 …RN))
For t=2 to N
ΔN= Copt (t) - Copt (t-1)
ΔG= G t – G t-1
If ΔN>0 & ΔG>tG
Out(t)=t
Alarm=1
End
End
Return{(G1,G2 …GN), (A1,A2 …AN),Out, Alarm}

Algorithm 2: Tracking Compact clusters through time to raise an alarm if ambiguity is detected
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3.5 Summary
In this chapter we outlined the process of acquiring science level data using standard routines
available for image registration. We also reviewed the correction for limb brightening effect that
might produce erroneous segmentation results. After this step we stabilized the noise using the
Anscombe transform. Later we only extracted the disk because the features of interest were the
regions on the solar disk. These steps are grouped together as preprocessing, see Figure 3.27.
We then have implemented two computationally efficient segmentation methods to classify the
preprocessed data into required classes. The thresholding based method requires only one image
for a particular feature for a time frame. The nearest neighbor based method, on the other hand,
requires four images taken at different wavelengths at approximately the same time, but produces
all of the three required features. These methods form the segmentation block in the pipeline
shown in Figure 3.27.
After the data classes are deduced from the segmentation method chosen, we use an objective
method to find clusters in the data and their spatial compactness by, using the ASSESS and
MERGE procedures, to automatically validate these clusters as the features of interest. We then
smooth the cluster edges using morphological operators and draw boundaries over them for
better visualization. In this work we refer to, this step as post processing. This entire process is
called Spatial Validity Based Compact Clustering, shown below in Figure 3.27.
We also outlined an algorithm to track the possible time frames where the method could have
identified erroneous features. The effect of resizing the original image before being introduced
into the pipeline in Figure 3.27 was also explored.
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Raw Lev 1 Images

Image Registration

Limb Brightening
Correction

Preprocessing

Noise Removal
(Anscombe Transform)

Disk Extraction

Choose Method

Thresholding Based

K-Nearest Neighbors
Based

Segmentation

ASEESS/MERGE

Spatial Validity Based
Compact Clustering

Post Processing

Features and
parameters

Figure 3.27: Flowchart of the process used to obtain features from raw level 1 images
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Chapter 4: Results

In this chapter we compare (by segmentation method in the proposed pipeline) the results
obtained by the approaches described previously. We also verify the results by comparing them
to the currently used methods and databases available publically. Additionally, we also test for
the portability of this method by testing the proposed pipeline on SOHO’s EIT images. We also
perform a time series correlation based analysis of the extracted features to verify our results
with observed parameters, such as the correlation of the sunspot number that directly relates to
solar activity[85]. Furthermore, we also test the function of Algorithm 2 to raise an alarm in case
of possible erroneous classifications.
Segmentation is the most time consuming process in the pipeline. We chose to modify baseline
methods to minimize time in this process, since the total run time is an important factor. The
computational complexity of the K- Nearest Neighbor based search is O(Nd) where ‘d’ is the
data dimensionality which is four in our case and ‘N’ is the total number of pixels in the
processed image[86]. Over 50% of the pixels in the image are the dark background. This further
halves the number of computations. Similarly, the histogram based method has a computational
complexity equivalent to that of the k-means algorithm[87], where the complexity is O( N*K*
I* d ). Here ‘n’ is the number of pixels, ‘k’ is the number of clusters (three in our case), ‘I’ is the
number of iterations to converge, (usually less than 50) and ‘d’ is the dimensionality of the
data(one in our case). This also turns out to be linear in time. In most cases this algorithm
converged rapidly, since the shape of the histogram has two clear peaks (refer to figure 3.4).
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4.1: Verification of features

Figure 4.1: Active Regions obtained for an image taken at 11th Jan 2011 at 23:00:00.34 using
the K-nearest neighbor based method. This image was captured by the AIA at a wavelength of
171nm
When we compare Figure 4.1 using the k-nearest neighbor based approach to the thresholding
based approach in Figure 4.2, we can see that the four regions identified as Active Regions in
Figure 4.1 are fairly accurate and consistent with the results obtained using the histogram based
thresholding method and the method used in jHelioviewer [47, 65]. However, there are some
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minute differences, For example the regions in Figure 4.1 are closer in shape to the regions
identified by the jHelioviewer than those identified in Figure 4.2, because of the inherent
difference in logic used by the KNN based method. The KNN method used training set
information on the mean intensity of the classes, while the histogram based method looks for the
thresholds based on the error minimization criteria, which might lead regions whose pixel
intensities are slightly different than the KNN case.

Figure 4.2: Active Regions obtained for image taken at 11th Jan 2011 at 23:00:00.34 using
thresholding based method
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Figure 4.3:Active Regions obtained for image taken at 11th Jan 2011 at 23:00:00.34 using
jHelioviewer[47, 65]

Figure 4.3 shows the Active Regions tracked by jHelioviewer for the image taken during the
same time as the images in Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2. We see that the algorithm used by
jHelioviewer produces a false positive near the center right, but otherwise the regions identified
seem consistent with the methods proposed. Since the smoothing and post processing methods in
the case of jHelioviewer are not known, the variations in the shape of the regions cannot be
conclusively studied.
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Figure 4.4: Active Regions obtained for image taken at 21th Jan 2011 at 08:00:00.34 using KNN
based method
Figure 4.4 shows the Active Regions found on the image taken at 21th Jan 2011 at 08:00:00.34
using KNN based method and Figure 4.5 shows the same for the thresholding based method. We
see a difference in number of regions identified. The thresholding based method identifies a
bright point near the largest Active Region, as an Active Region.
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Figure 4.5: Active Regions obtained for image taken at 21th Jan 2011 at 08:00:00.34 using
Thresholding based method
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Figure 4.6: Active Regions obtained for image taken at 21th Jan 2011 at 08:00:00.34 using
jHelioviewer[47, 65]

Figure 4.6 shows the Active Regions tracked by jHelioviewer for the image taken during the
same time as the images in Figures 4.4 and 4.5. We see that the lower left bright region in Figure
4.6 is not identified as an Active Region as it was in Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5. This is due to an
ambiguity in what jHelioveiwer considers as a bright point by using a geometric area threshold,
hence a lower geometric area threshold during the disk cleaning stage in the pipeline could lead
to bright points being classified as Active Regions.
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Figure 4.7: Coronal Hole regions obtained for the image taken at 29th June 2010 at 00:00:06.34
using KNN based method
Figure 4.7 shows the Coronal Hole region traced for the image taken on 29th June 2010 at
00:00:06.34 using KNN based method. Figure 4.8 shows the Coronal Hole region using the
thresholding based method and Figure 4.9 shows the Coronal Hole regions traced by the
jHelioviewer. The KNN based and thresholding based methods identify the same large region as
that of the jHelioviwer, but there is a difference at the poles. jHelioviewer identifies an extra
Coronal Hole at the poles at the bottom. This is due to the limb brightening correction that is
applied to the edge of solar disk in jHelioviewer, so the pixels along the poles in the
jHelioviewer case are darker at the edges than in our case. We chose not to apply limb
brightening correction in the same manner because it might introduce discontinuities in image
data.
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Figure 4.8: Coronal Hole regions obtained for image taken at 29th June 2010 at 00:00:06.34
using Thresholding
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Figure 4.9: Coronal Hole regions obtained for image taken at 29th June 2010 at 00:00:08.09
using JHelioviewer [47, 65]
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Figure 4.10: Coronal Hole regions obtained for image taken 26th July 2010 at 00:00:07.84 using
KNN based method
Figure 4.10 shows the Coronal Hole regions traced for the image taken at 29th June 2010 at
00:00:07.84 using KNN based method. Figure 4.11 shows the Coronal Hole regions using the
thresholding based method. Figure 4.12 shows the Coronal Hole regions traced by the
jHelioviewer. The regions identified are the same but the actual shapes reported are different
due to the post processing method for the method used in jHelioviewer. Unfortunately, this
method is not described, so we are unable to identify the origin of differences. There is likely
also a contribution due to the limb brightening correction.
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Figure 4.11: Coronal Hole regions obtained for image taken at 26th July 2010 at 00:00:07.84
using Thresholding based method
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Figure 4.12: Coronal Hole regions obtained for image taken 26th July 2010 at 00:00:07.84 using
Spoca method used in jHelioveiwer [47, 65]
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Figure 4.13: EIT image taken from SOHO on 1st July 2006 at 19:06:07. Coronal Hole map given
by the Space monitoring data center. [88]

We tested the pipeline developed in chapter 3 on SOHO EIT images to verify the robustness and
portability of the methods across the various solar missions. We could only test the thresholding
based method, since the images at different wavelengths are not available for the same specific
instant of time. Hence, the KNN based method cannot be used. Figure 4.13 shows the EIT
image taken from SOHO on 1st July 2006 at 19:06:07. The Coronal Hole map is provided by the
Space monitoring data center [88]. Data on the area of the region as a percent of the solar disk
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are available (it is customary in solar physics not to apply spherical corrections). The area of the
region calculated by our algorithm is .0220 relative units and that reported in the database is
.0262 relative units. Figure 4.14 shows the Coronal Hole region found using the thresholdingbased approach. The method used to post process the regions to overlay the contours is not
described, hence the area calculated is slightly off, since without that knowledge we cannot
perform the same post-processing correction.

Figure 4.14: Coronal Hole map given by the thresholding based method on the EIT image taken
from SOHO on 1st July 2006 at 19:06:07
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Figure 4.15, shows the Coronal Hole map given by the Space monitoring data center [88] on the
EIT image taken from SOHO on 28th June 2006 at 13:06:07. Figure 4.16 shows the Coronal
Hole regions obtained by the thresholding based method. Note the three regions traced in both
the figures are the same. The area given in the database is .0211 relative units ( 0.0027+ 0.0146
+ 0 .0038) and the area found is 0.0216 relative units(0.0032 +0.0413 +.0041).

Figure 4.15: Coronal Hole map given by the Space monitoring data on the EIT image taken from
SOHO on 28th June 2006 at 13:06:07. Note the three regions traced.
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Figure 4.16: Coronal Hole map given by the thresholding based method on the EIT image taken
from SOHO on 28th June 2006 at 13:06:07. Note the same three regions traced as in figure 4.15

4.2 Time Series Analysis
In this section the values derived from the features, such as the area of regions, and the intensity
across the channels, is analyzed. Figure 4.17 shows the areas of the regions segmented from
June 2010 to January 2013 as percentage of the solar disk. One can observe spikes in Quiet Sun
(QS) area, the corresponding drop in Coronal Hole (CH) area and vice versa. Among the three
regions, there is least variation in Active Region (AR) area, since the data is only a 2.5 year
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window (SDO data available only from June 2010) . We would see a definite cyclical variation if
data was over a few solar cycles which is around 11 years per cycle.

Figure 4.17: Areas of the regions segmented from June 2010 to January 2013 as percentage to
the solar disk. As expected the Quiet Sun regions form the max portion of the solar disk
Figure 4.18 through 4.21 show the mean change in intensity of the regions segmented over time
in each of the channels as calculated using the KNN based method segmentation method.
By observation one can see the mean intensities of the Quiet Sun regions, the Coronal Hole
regions and the Active Regions at 19.3nm and 21.1nm are constant. This corresponds to the
existence of the features and suggests that there is no cross- contamination of Active Regions in
Quiet Sun and Coronal Hole and vice versa. This is consistent with the basic assumption that the
solar Extreme Ultra Violet image variations could be modeled by decomposing the solar corona
into regions of various intensities. The intensity of the Quiet Sun regions at 19.3nm is roughly
more than two times that in the Coronal Hole region, which matches generally accepted solar
observations [64, 89].
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Figure 4.18: Mean Intensity of the three regions segmented from 2010 June to 2013 January
observed at 17.1nm. We can clearly see in the intensity that the Coronal Hole and Quiet Sun are
close but separable.
We also looked at the correlation of the intensities with the solar cycle and found Active Regions
to be positively correlated and Coronal Holes slightly negatively correlated. We did not find any
correlation of the Quiet Sun intensities with the solar cycle. These results complement the study
of Kretzschmar et al.[90] who had reported a difficulty in identifying a variation of “Quiet Sun”
region intensities with solar cycle. Again, data over a complete solar cycle would be very useful.
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Figure 4.19: Mean Intensity of the three regions segmented from 2010 June to 2013 January
observed at 19.3nm. We can clearly see intensity wise the all three regions are separable

Figure 4.20: Mean Intensity of the three regions segmented from 2010 June to 2013 January
observed at 21.1nm. We can clearly see that the Active Region is easily separable but the
Coronal Hole and Quiet Sun regions are close together
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Figure 4.21: Mean Intensity of the three regions segmented from 2010 June to 2013 January
observed at 33.5nm. We observe a drop in average intensity of the Active Regions around the
start of 2011 which is quite different from the trends observed at other wavelengths.
We now analyze the temporal variations of the area of these regions over part of the solar cycle.
Figure 4.22 shows the variation of the area of the Active Regions from June 2010 to January
2013 as percent of solar disk. Figure 4.23 shows the variation of the sunspot number during the
same time period. Note that the mean time series have been smoothed with a 27 day window in
order to remove the 27 day solar periodic rotation component. We can clearly observe that the
shape of the curves in figure 4.22 and 4.23 to be similar. As, found by the previous studies[64]
the area of the Active Regions is positively correlated with that of the solar cycle with a
correlation coefficient of 0. 8455 (refer to the correlation plot in Figure 4.24). The Coronal Hole
area calculated are negatively correlated with solar activity with a correlation coefficient of 0.4885 (refer to the correlation plot in Figure 4.25).The area of the Active Regions was anticorrelated with that of the Quiet Sun area with a correlation coefficient of -0.820 (refer to the
correlation plot in Figure 4.26). The red line in Figure 4.24 is for a perfectly correlated case
(correlation coefficient +1) while, the red lines in Figure 4.25 and 4.26 is for a perfectly anticorrelated case (correlation coefficient -1).
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Figure 4.22: Area of the Active Regions segmented from June 2010 to January 2013 as
percentage of the solar disk.

Figure 4.23:Total sunspot number observed daily from June 2010 to January 2013 provided by
NOAA [91]
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Figure 4.24: Correlation plot of Active Regions area Vs. Sunspot number for June 2010 to
January 2013. We see the data points being correlated with correlation coefficient 0. 8455

Figure 4.25: Correlation plot of Coronal Holes regions area Vs. Sunspot number for June 2010
to January 2013. We see the data points being anti- correlated with correlation coefficient 0.4885
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Figure 4.26: Correlation plot of Coronal Holes regions area Vs. Active Regions area for June
2010 to January 2013. We see the data points being anti- correlated with correlation coefficient0.820
4.3: Verification of ambiguous classifications
We also tested the ability of Algorithm 2, described in chapter 3, to raise alarms if there are
ambiguities in regions obtained. As an example we used a sequence of images taken at
4:00:07.84 to 6:00:07.84 on 1stJune 2011, with one hour sampling period. Since Coronal Holes
typically last for a few hours, a sporadically appearing region is most probably a false positive.
In Figure 4.27 we see three Coronal Hole regions. In Figure 4.28 we see the same three regions
and an additional region that is thin and serpentine in shape (which indicates that it is most likely
a filament). In Figure 4.29 we see the same three regions as found in Figure 4.27. The system
raises the alarm on the frame number corresponding to the image in Figure 4.28, since there is an
ambiguity on the Coronal Hole regions identified.
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Figure 4.27: Note the three Coronal Hole regions identified in the image taken on 1stJune 2011
at 4:00.07.84

Figure 4.28: Note the four Coronal Hole regions identified in the image taken on 1stJune 2011 at
5:00.07.84
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Figure 4.29: Note the three Coronal Hole regions identified in the image taken on 1stJune 2011
at 6:00.07.84
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Chapter 5: Conclusion and Discussion

The goal of this dissertation was to develop efficient algorithms using a framework capable of
identifying important features in extreme ultraviolet solar image data. We specifically targeted
the Solar Dynamics Observatory’s (SDO) Atmospheric Imaging Assembly (AIA) for identifying
features of important consequence that last for a few hours. Moreover the imagery from this
satellite would be relevant for next few years because of its capabilities, as explained in chapter
2.
The objectives that were accomplished in this research are
1

Developed an image processing pipeline to identify features Active Regions, Coronal Holes
and Quiet Sun, taken at different wavelengths in near real time. The pipeline and its
capabilities have been presented in chapter 3.

2

Identified and developed segmentation methods most suitable to identify the features in a
near real time manner including an objective methodology to validate the segmentation
algorithm, presented in section 3.2 and 3.3 respectively

3

Compared the methods developed with the existing methods, databases and other observables
using the data derived from the segmented features, described in chapter 4

4

Verified the robustness of the methods developed to identify features by using it on images
taken by other sources, such as SOHO’s EIT images, as shown in section 4.3

It is also worth mentioning that publications have been accepted in partial fulfillment of the
research objective. They also represent the contribution made by this thesis in the field of solar
image processing and computer vision for Solar Dynamics Observatory.
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1.

We outlined a multi-channel segmentation scheme to identify different features of the solar
corona, such as Coronal Holes, Active Regions and the Quiet Sun in extreme ultraviolet
images. In contrast to today’s techniques, we employ an approach that uses image intensity
and relative contribution of images from each of the wavelengths. This approach is
demonstrated using the images taken by the AIA telescopes onboard of the SDO mission.
This technique incorporates a nearest-neighbor based classifier followed by Moore-neighbor
tracing algorithm to find the boundaries and track the regions of interest. This method
requires less computation time as compared to the commonly used fuzzy logic methods and
is robust in the sense it performs equally well in both the central and limb regions of the solar
disk.
Santosh Suresh and Roger Dube, "A Multichannel Approach for the Segmentation of Solar
Corona", IEEE Western New York Image Processing workshop, Rochester, NY, November
2012

2. We presented a novel approach to find Active Regions and Coronal Holes that involves
modified thresholding based segmentation, and voting based edge linking to connect
fragments combined with Moore’s neighbor tracing algorithm to highlight the regions of
interest. This method is capable of forming the foundation for analysis of various other
features such as filaments.
Santosh Suresh, Roger Dube and Chance Glenn, “A Novel Approach to Detect Active
Regions in the Solar Dynamics Observatory Images of the Sun”, SPIE Conference on
Defense, Security, and Sensing: Visual Information Processing XXI, Baltimore, MD, April
2012.
3. We proposed a way of dealing with anomalies in data, such as those arising from the solar
wind and addressed anomalies described in algorithm2.
Santosh Suresh and Chance Glenn, “Anomaly Detection and Classification Algorithm for a
Space Weather Alert System”, RIT Graduate Research Symposium, Rochester, NY, July
2009
We have also made the code and sample data available publically for researchers to evaluate and
compare our results at http://www.cis.rit.edu/user/18
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5.1 Possible Extensions and Directions for future research
Detection of Coronal Bright Points
There are several extensions to the work for future research. Our process can further discern
other important features like coronal bright points from the Quiet Sun regions that were the
identified by the pipeline. The correlation of number of bright points with solar activity and the
periodic variations in bright points [92] could be investigated. Figure 5.1 shows the SDO AIA
193nm channel image taken at 00:00:07.84 on January 2nd 2011. Here the processing pipeline
was modified to reveal the bright point candidates shown in Figure 5.2.

Figure 5.1: SDO AIA image taken at 00:00:07.84 on January 2ndat 193nm
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Figure 5.2: Bright point candidates for the SDO AIA image taken at 00:00:07.84 on January
2ndusing the thresholding based method in the pipeline
Detection of Prominences
As explained early in this thesis, we extracted only features observed on the solar disk; during
the preprocessing step in the pipeline, since the features we were interested were expected there.
However, if we were in interested in features such as prominences and coronal loops that appear
at the edge of the disk, we could use the discarded extra-disk regions. Figure 5.3 depicts the disk
that is processed to view the prominences.
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Figure 5.3: Prominence Extraction: A circular disk containing the prominences is extracted
through a polar transformation

Figure 5.4: View of the prominence eruption as a function of angle and height
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Figure 5.5: Eruption Structure: An attempt to get the structure of the eruptions on the outer disk.
The final aim of this step is to get the outer edge and make it a front vector.
Figure 5.4 and 5.5 demonstrate the possible results that can be extracted if prominences exist or
not based on the height of eruption. We can then compare the front vectors between series of
consecutive images to track the front vector and extract properties of the measurement, such as
position of eruption, time span, maximum radial height, angular widths etc. [48].
Finally, one could extend Algorithm 2 (described in the approaches chapter in section 3.4.2), to
track Active Regions and Coronal Holes. Using the center of mass of each of the regions as basis
it would be reasonable to use an optical flow based method to track the region of interest through
a sequence of images.
Concluding Remarks
The outputs of the image analysis system developed in this research can have an impact on the
accuracy of space weather predictions, solar physics and even stellar astrophysics. These
features, their properties and temporal evolution can play an important role in protecting assets
such as communication satellites and personnel aboard in future space exploration missions.
Moreover, this field of analysis development can potentially improve the ability of the earth’s
power grid to survive severe space weather storms caused by solar activity.
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